Modeling and computational analysis of hybrid class nanomaterials subject to entropy generation.
Nanoliquids are dilute suspensions of nanoparticles with at least one of their principal dimensions smaller than 100 nm. Form literature, nanoliquids have been found to possess increased thermos-physical characteristics like thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity, convective heat transport coefficients and viscosity associated to those of continuous phase liquids foe example oil, ethylene glycol and water. Nanoliquids have novel characteristics that make them possibly beneficial in numerous applications in heat transport like fuel cells, microelectronics, hybrid-powered engines, pharmaceutical processes, domestic refrigerator, engine cooling thermal management, chiller and heat exchanger. The above applications of nanofluids/hybrid nanofluids insist the researchers and engineers to develop new methodologies and technique in the field of heat transport. Therefore, we have considered mixed convective flow hybrid nanomaterial over a convectively heated surface of disk. Flow nature is discussed due to stretchable rotating surface of disk. Applied magnetic field is accounted. Ohmic heating and dissipation effects are utilized in the modeling of energy expression. Total entropy rate is calculated. Suitable transformation leads to ordinary differential equations. Shooting method is implemented for numerical outcomes. Comparative analysis is made for the present result with published ones. The effects of key parameters like magnetic parameter, mixed convection variable and Eckert and Biot numbers on the dimensionless velocity, surface drag force, temperature, (heat transfer rate) Nusselt number and entropy rate are discussed in detail and presented graphically. Furthermore, the outcomes demonstrate that velocity of liquid particles decline against magnetic parameter. Temperature and associated layer upsurge versus magnetic parameter and Eckert number. Skin friction coefficient (drag force) improves through higher values of stretching and magnetic variables. Heat transfer rate is more for higher Eckert number and magnetic parameter. Entropy rate is also enhances against Eckert number and Brickman number. Magnitude of surface drag force increases for higher values of stretching and magnetic variables. Magnitude of heat transfer rate is more when magnetic variable and Eckert number attain the maximum values. Brinkman number is used to decrease the entropy rate. Furthermore, velocity and temperature show contrast behavior versus magnetic parameter i.e., velocity of fluid particles decreases.